
 

 

POLISH STUDENTS’ IMPRESSIONS FROM THE MOBILITY IN BULGARIA 

 

I took part in a Erasmus project Be smart at heart. I was in Bułgaria in a small town 

Benkovski . We lived in Gabi’s house . We learned to dance there and tried traditional 

food there . The food was very oily and not good. We had a big party ; we dance their 

traditional dances and we were singing .My favorite activity was a math quiz. Where we 

had to solve mathematical tasks . We met many people from the other countries 

there.On the last day we went toPlovdiv and we visited the Ancient theatre. The weather 

was very sunny . Bułgaria is a beautiful country and I really liked it . 

Ala  

I took part in a Erasmus + project „Be smart at heart”. The last meeting was in Blugaria, 

in a small city Benkovski located in the southern part of this country, in the mountains. 

In this meeting I saw the culture of Bulgaria and learnt traditional dances. These dances 

are very important in this beautiful country. I also got to know Bulgarian food, which is 

full of honey, fat, and has a lot of feta cheese. 

Apart from that, our group went to one of the biggest city in Bulgaria, Plovdiv, where I 

got to know that in this ground belonged to Ancient Greece. I saw there many artefacts 

of ancient Greece. 

I really enjoyed this meeting. Although the people aren’t so rich, they are very polite and 

have good heart. They are also really hospitable. 

In this meeting our group had Maths workshops, traditional Bulgarian party, presenting 

our countries, other workshops, in which we had to change old legend into modern 

version. We met the Bulgarian mayor, too. 



I enjoyed so much all the activities, especially, the countries presentations. 

I came back to Poland not only with new skills, but also with new friendships and 

incredible memories, for example playing and singing in Gabi’s studio and picnic. 

Summing up, I believe, that this meeting was one of the best experieces I’ve ever had. 

I’m so happy, that I could be in this meeting and I can’t wait to take part in the next 

meeting. 

Thank you, Bulgaria! Ola 

 

 

I was in Bułgaria for project erasmus. We lived in Benkovski city. My host Gabi was very 

nice. The food isn’t good maybe for people who live there it’s good but I didn’t like it. 

Dishes were very fat and for me it wasn’t very tasty. I learned about Bulgaria and its 

customs. People in Bulgaria are very hospitable. Bulgaria is a very beautiful country. 

There were lots of workshops. My favorite one was workshop of my (Polish) group.This 

workshop was about legend of poznan goats. Our task was to make a cartoon summary 

of this legend. The task was very successful. In this trip we had a lot of adventures for 

example traditional party and dinner. I liked it very much and I would like to go to 

Erasmus meeting again. Jakub Shot 

I took part in Erasmus project in Bulgaria, we lived in a small village named Benkovsky. 

Benkovsky is located in a lovely valley in the south of Bulgaria. Our host Gabi, was 17 

years old. She lives with her Dad and Mom in a very nice house not far away from their 

school. They were good hosts. Food in Bulgaria is very fat and not very tasty for us, 

maybe for people living there is tasty. 

We had a lot of workshops, my favorite one was made by Turkish. 

They prepare a short performance about their Sultan, 

After their play they gave us short funny texts, gave us a few minutes to learn it by 

heart. Our task was to present these short plays for the public. 

We had also a party for all students and teachers, it was very interesting for us. 

The best thing at the party were folk dances presented by local dancing group. 

I got to know lot of great people from Denmark, Bulgaria Italy etc. 

To sum up this students exchange was wonderful and I believe I will meet these amazing 

people again, and we will recollect this Erasmus very well. 

Alicia 

I took part in Erasmus project in Bulgaria, we lived in a small village named Benkovsky. 

Benkovsky is located in a lovely valley in the south of Bulgaria. Our host Gabi, was 17 

years old. She lives with her Dad and Mom in a very nice house not far away from their 

school. They were good hosts. Food in Bulgaria is very fat and not very tasty for us, 

maybe for people living there is tasty. 

We had a lot of workshops, my favorite one was made by Turkish. 

They prepared a short performance about their Sultan, 

After their play they gave us short funny texts, gave us a few minutes to learn it by 

heart. Our task was to present these short plays for the public. 

We had also a party for all students and teachers, it was very interesting for us. 

The best thing at the party were folk dances presented by local dancing group. 

I got to know lot of great people from Denmark, Bulgaria Italy etc. 

To sum up this students exchange was wonderful and I believe I will meet these amazing 

people again, and we will recollect this Erasmus meeting again. 

Jakub Rybka 


